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Abstract (en)
A device for automatically effecting the charging and discharging of the workpieces into and out of lapping machines provided with double plateaux
(2, 3) or planes which device comprises a circular charging plane (9) which carries piece-holders or satellites (4) and is located side by side near a
lapping machine (1), a passage plate or table (13) inserted between said lapping machine (1) and said charging plane (9); a manipulating device
intended for deducting from the lower plane (2) of the lapping machine (1) the satellites with the finished workpieces and for transferring them on
said charging plate (9) by sliding over said passage table (13); a station of discharge for the finished workpieces which station is provided on said
charging plane (9) and communicates with a conveying belt (35); means for rotating step by step said charging plane (9) so that the empty satellites
(12) are carried in succession under a filling assembly and are brought to a station which is in line with the axis of said manipulating assembly which
removes each satellite filled with the workpieces to be lapped and disposes it on the lower plateau of the lapping machine for a fresh operating
cycle.
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